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I’ve been doing some specialized baking lately, and I was having a real

problem with one component of a dish. Dr. Google to the rescue. I found

out that I didn’t know an important thing about the chemistry of that one

component. Who knew? Well, not me — I didn’t know what I didn’t know.

Took some sleuthing but it was worth it. The dish was rather spectacular in

the end.

In the home decor world, with so much information thrown at us from the

Home TV channels, in magazines, on the Internet and through newspaper

columns, it ’s hard to believe that there are things we may just not know

enough about to consider ourselves informed.

But we don’t know what we don’t know.
Because it’s that time of year when we are thinking about winter and energy

e ciency, or maybe “just because”, you have decided it’s time to buy new

blinds. You get a salesperson to come tell you all about their product, they

choose one or two from their line and give you a quote.

You may be surprised to nd out that blinds for a whole home can cost as

much as a new little car.

Which prompts you to go to a retail store and spend some time looking at

the displays and talking to the sales associate. (Who is probably NOT well

trained in blinds OR interior decoration.) You ask your friends what they

think, or what kind of blinds they have.

You do some internet searching, but what do you look for if you don’t know

what you don’t know?  It ’s di cult. The smartest thing you can do is

acknowledge you don’t know what you don’t know and nd someone who

can guide you through the process.
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Why call a Blinds Specialist
After many, many hours learning about all the blinds out there, after taking

tons of courses, after installing hundreds of blinds and helping countless

people choose blinds — and seeing the results of their choices, I am an

expert on blinds.

This guide should help you. If nothing else, you will be more informed and

better prepared to ask the right questions, and know if the answers are

reasonable.  The Check List will change just because new blinds and shades

are being developed all the time. I'll try to keep up. And the blank columns

are for you to add things you nd which I don't know about. If you'd like to

keep up with things along with me, get on my email list. Here is the link to my

website. Signup is the little form on the right. (It looks like the picture below

but this picture here  is NOT clickable, I can't gure out how to do that

here...) And if you do that, I'll also send you one of my books. " 25 Design Mis-

Guidelines" I send something out no more often than twice a month. Period.

Unless something earth-shaking comes along. I promise. 
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